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ABSTRACT: Day by day the authors increased a lot as a result the number of books in paper format or digital format 

has increased a lot for same subject or concept. Keeping all the data in a proper order and keeping the data in the proper 

set became the challenging task. This paper mainly focuses regarding different applications at digital library. The main 

reason in selecting machine learning is it reads any type of data such as text, image, audio and video. For developing 

the project we are using XML and Wisdom ++ software. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 At present the people reading books was reduced tremendously day by day because of reasons like books are 

not available in hard copy mode, few releases in hard copy mode etc., so many are going towards kindle for reading 

books. In kindle the users will have different benefits like can read few pages to see how the book is and can purchase, 

to borrow the book form other kindle friends or users and also different books are available in the kindle for different 

ages from rhymes books to Engineering, Medical, Law books etc., so lack of availability of hard copy books and 

benefits of kindle edition books many of the users were moving to kindle editions. Machine learning has a unique 

procedure for data collection which we can see in below figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: ML Procedure for collecting Historical data or information 
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 Many of the old books like at the time of 1920’s which are in library were in the position of losing the papers 

by touching them because of old books and lost its strength in paper. [1] To read such kind of books it’s not possible 

because those books were not given to users like normal books so the valuable information in the books were not 

utilizing by the present generation. So by identifying the problem many of the old books were making digitalized for 

making available of that particular data to all the users. For making digital we are using XML and Wisdom++ tool for 

data typing and storing. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 The procedure of generating of the information gathering was first started by using Natural Language 

Programming (NLP). [2] The NLP was used in digitalizing the information in the form of documents etc., . The NLP is 

also used in the case of Data collection, Data association and identifying the unstructured data. This procedure is also 

used in the collection of the large amount of information over digital library. Here the author designed the Key Phase 

Identification Program (KIP) [3] which works as a database for the key pairs for matching the sets of data. The key 

phase database helps in build the database based on the keywords in the textbook based on the keywords and matching 

terms it makes the reverent database so that it makes efficient for data retrieving and data storing makes more 

efficiently. 

 In the internet we have the large amount of data so identifying and making the data is a heavy task.  To 

overcome this problem the concept of machine learning and pattern matching came into existence. The best mechanism 

is document summarization. Text summarization takes more appropriate text and proceeds.  

 To overcome the problem of text classification and identification in 2015 Fuzzy logic [4] came into existence. 

This algorithm used for text classification and semantic approach. This mechanism is used for extracting data from 

various sources in large databases.  Later by using Fuzzy logic and HTML came into existence. [5] Recently the Fuzzy 

Logic mechanism came into existence for flexibility and easy usage. The fuzzy logic was designed with the help of 

XML instead of HTML due to various advantages over XML instead of HTML.    

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

 For the development we are using many applications such as Wisdom ++, fuzzy logic and XML programming. 

Compared to HTML over XML having many advantages such as: 

 HTML is Pre-defined where as XML is a user defined tags. 

 HTML is user side script where as XML is server side script. 

  HTML is less secure where as compared to XML. 

And for developing the project like typing the data instead of Microsoft office we are using Wisdom++ tool 

because of various reasons such as    

 Sharing 

 Concurrent editing 

 Storing history of past typed data or files even we delete them 

 User can comment on particular line by the edit option 

 Managing 
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 The main agenda of this concept is to make search more efficiently and user friendly. This technique 

generally used for searching and generating results more efficiently and speedily. The results are generated by the help 

of browsing, texting, based on key words, based on repeated phases of data. The architecture of the project was 

designed based on the knowledge map. The ontology is a concept where the machine learning and E-learning concepts 

came into existence like recognition of images, text, audio and video by NLP programming. The concept of the data 

identification was classified into following steps namely:  

The overall thing of classification approach is classified into following phases such as: 

 Complete block registration. 

 Data gathering. 

 Data search. 

 Information Retrieval. 

 Generate metadata and 

 Classifying data to the document. 

Complete block registration [6] 

 Here the overall image is taken as a unit and the image is considered as a block and the read operation takes 

place for the process of text searching.  Here the two types of classes were defined namely character class and word 

class. Automatic identification of book by its cover is only possible by machine learning with (Support Vector 

Machine) SVM algorithm. These algorithms mainly used in the pattern identification and paper detection. 

Data gathering [7] 

 Generation of information from the raw data is one of the procedures of Machine Learning. The generated 

information is kept at servers and we can communicate with servers by the help of commands or queries. Metadata is 

provided by the digital library for the generation of the data. Some of the mechanisms and techniques are using for the 

data extraction and generation and making the data in a structured manner. The data is collected from web of sciences , 

Scopus articles , science articles.   

Data search [8] 

 Different mechanisms of machine learning is using in this concept for the making the document in a most 

defined manner. The first order digital format of text books were designed in this order only. Machine learning is used 

for automatically search for the data from the database which makes easy for users to retrieve form bulk of databases.   

Information Retrieval [9] 

 Generally the retrieval is possible for only the textual data dependent on the search key word. The mechanism 

in identifying of books, volumes and chapters was designed by textual manner only earlier now when machine learning 

came into existence the text search and image search also made possible in the year of 2007. The image search can be 

done by identifying the cover page of the book. Based on image processing it identifies the exactness of the image and 

retrieves to the user. The image recognition is presently using for the extraction of scientific documents. 
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Generate metadata  [10] 

 This procedure is used for generating or extracting data from the large sources. Even though it extracts data 

from the large sources we can guarantee the data with accurate and with good quality. Some of the mechanisms such as 

Bayesian framework[13,14] 

Classifying data to the document [11]  

 Machine Learning procedures used mainly for differentiating of documents identification which are on the 

table.[15,16,17 Different authors classify tables based on the author name, year of publication, volume number, issue 

number, ISSN number etc, here the author classify the tables based on the author details and year of the publication of 

the book. For making the archive of files of different size, different files etc., were needed. For data collection and data 

storing like Microsoft word document the same editor named Wisdom++ was introduced. This wisdom++ makes the 

document in processing automatic manner. By utilizing the positive unstructured learning methodology mechanism was 

proposed especially for document identification and definition.  

Security approaches in this research domain [12] 

 Machine Learning concept is used in providing privacy for the data which is in the digital library. The 

mechanism of Machine Learning and Deep Learning helps in identifying the any type of malicious insiders and keeps 

data more secure. Some authors proposed some techniques for making data more resolve the privacy risks. They have 

developed the project with PDF documents more secure. 

 Figure 2 shows how the same data is stored in the same place with same key words. 
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IV. RESULTS 

 This paper focuses on the how data is stored in the digital format in the digital libraries. With improving the 

soft copies instead of hardcopies so that it makes available for all the users. The making of digitalized format is only 

possible with Artificial intelligence and Machine learning. This technology helps a lot in defining, classifying, 

retrieving and extracting the data.  

 This concept in the network is done in the different citations such as web of science, Scopus with related to 

artificial intelligence and machine learning. The terminology of network definition and departments were defined by 

the different technologies. The definition and the network analysis are done in the digital manner. 

 The experimental results of digitalization and normal manner were shown in the graph. Here the graph was 

designed based on the past information up to 6 years in using digital books and normal books readers. When the 

Amazon kindle came into existence the usage of soft copies were increased 

The results obtained by generating the project by making the data available as soft copy is as follows: 

 

Figure 3: Graph showing the increasing the usage of digitalized books 
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 Here the above graph shows the improvement in usage of digital books reading by people from past 8 to 9 

years. The average users searching and retrieving books is 9 per minute at the time of 2019. 

 Overall from this concept by making final analyzing of results we can say that due to people increase in 

number so the resources, things etc., demand was increased in larger ratio. Instead of printing and making the resources 

like books etc., by making the things digitalization the resources can be shared and helpful for many of the people. By 

bringing out and implementing the task we can observe in the graph that the usage of people reading Ebook was 

increased in larger number.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 Overall in this paper we have presented the mechanism in designing document using Wisdom++ software in 

the digital libraries. By giving input automatic processing of data and extraction of the required data is formed. The 

main agenda of our work is to collect and make historical data in digitalized manner to available to all people to read 

the data and gain knowledge. Here the different methods and techniques are made for the developing of the project by 

digitalized manner using Machine Learning. Here we have used Image Processing technology for identification of the 

image. While transforming the data there are few problems in reading the data which is in the image format. Even 

though two major problems were left over such as the Wisdom++ algorithm doesn’t works perfectly over the colored 

images it is working on normal images and the other is we embedded the light with OCR by the help of Wisdom++ 

software for identifying as well as for interaction purpose. 
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